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Mathematical Modeling In Chemical Engineering
Mathematics Applied to Engineering in Action: Advanced Theories, Methods, and
Models focuses on material relevant to solving the kinds of mathematical
problems regularly confronted by engineers. This new volume explains how an
engineer should properly define the physical and mathematical problem
statements, choose the computational approach, and solve the problem by a
proven reliable approach. It presents the theoretical background necessary for
solving problems, including definitions, rules, formulas, and theorems on the
particular theme. The book aims to apply advanced mathematics using real-world
problems to illustrate mathematical ideas. This approach emphasizes the
relevance of mathematics to engineering problems, helps to motivate the reader,
and gives examples of mathematical concepts in a context familiar to the
research students. The volume is intended for professors and instructors,
scientific researchers, students, and industry professionals. It will help readers to
choose the most appropriate mathematical modeling method to solve
engineering problems.
The use of mathematical modeling in engineering allows for a significant
reduction of material costs associated with design, production, and operation of
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technical objects, but it is important for an engineer to use the available
computational approaches in modeling correctly. Taking into account the level of
modern computer technology, this new volume explains how an engineer should
properly define the physical and mathematical problem statement, choose the
computational approach, and solve the problem by proven reliable computational
approach using computer and software applications during the solution of a
particular problem. This work is the result of years of the authors’ research and
experience in the fields of power and rocket engineering where they put into
practice the methods of mathematical modeling shown in this valuable volume.
The examples in the book are based on two approaches. The first approach
involves the use of the relatively simple mathematical system MathCad. The
second one involves the solving of problems using Intel Visual Fortran compiler
with IMSL Libraries. The use of other software packages (Maple, MathLab,
Mathematica) or compilers (?, ?++, Visual Basic) for code is equally acceptable in
the solution of the problems given in the book. Intended for professors and
instructors, scientific researchers, students, and industry professionals, the book
will help readers to choose the most appropriate mathematical modeling method
to solve engineering problems, and the authors also include methods that allow
for the solving of nonmathematical problems as mathematical problems.
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The subject of the book is the "know-how" of applied mathematical modelling:
how to construct specific models and adjust them to a new engineering
environment or more precise realistic assumptions; how to analyze models for
the purpose of investigating real life phenomena; and how the models can extend
our knowledge about a specific engineering process. Two major sources of the
book are the stock of classic models and the authors' wide experience in the
field. The book provides a theoretical background to guide the development of
practical models and their investigation. It considers general modelling
techniques, explains basic underlying physical laws and shows how to transform
them into a set of mathematical equations. The emphasis is placed on common
features of the modelling process in various applications as well as on
complications and generalizations of models. The book covers a variety of
applications: mechanical, acoustical, physical and electrical, water transportation
and contamination processes; bioengineering and population control; production
systems and technical equipment renovation. Mathematical tools include partial
and ordinary differential equations, difference and integral equations, the calculus
of variations, optimal control, bifurcation methods, and related subjects.
Numerical Simulations of Physical and Engineering Process is an edited book
divided into two parts. Part I devoted to Physical Processes contains 14 chapters,
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whereas Part II titled Engineering Processes has 13 contributions. The book
handles the recent research devoted to numerical simulations of physical and
engineering systems. It can be treated as a bridge linking various numerical
approaches of two closely inter-related branches of science, i.e. physics and
engineering. Since the numerical simulations play a key role in both theoretical
and application oriented research, professional reference books are highly
needed by pure research scientists, applied mathematicians, engineers as well
post-graduate students. In other words, it is expected that the book will serve as
an effective tool in training the mentioned groups of researchers and beyond.
Mathematical Modelling sets out the general principles of mathematical modelling
as a means comprehending the world. Within the book, the problems of physics,
engineering, chemistry, biology, medicine, economics, ecology, sociology,
psychology, political science, etc. are all considered through this uniform lens.
The author describes different classes of models, including lumped and
distributed parameter systems, deterministic and stochastic models, continuous
and discrete models, static and dynamical systems, and more. From a
mathematical point of view, the considered models can be understood as
equations and systems of equations of different nature and variational principles.
In addition to this, mathematical features of mathematical models, applied control
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and optimization problems based on mathematical models, and identification of
mathematical models are also presented. Features Each chapter includes four
levels: a lecture (main chapter material), an appendix (additional information),
notes (explanations, technical calculations, literature review) and tasks for
independent work; this is suitable for undergraduates and graduate students and
does not require the reader to take any prerequisite course, but may be useful for
researchers as well Described mathematical models are grouped both by areas
of application and by the types of obtained mathematical problems, which
contributes to both the breadth of coverage of the material and the depth of its
understanding Can be used as the main textbook on a mathematical modelling
course, and is also recommended for special courses on mathematical models
for physics, chemistry, biology, economics, etc.
Focusing on the application of mathematics to chemical engineering, Applied
Mathematical Methods for Chemical Engineers, Second Edition addresses the
setup and verification of mathematical models using experimental or other
independently derived data. An expanded and updated version of its wellrespected predecessor, this book uses worked examples to illustrate several
mathematical methods that are essential in successfully solving process
engineering problems. The book first provides an introduction to differential
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equations that are common to chemical engineering, followed by examples of
first-order and linear second-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Later
chapters examine Sturm–Liouville problems, Fourier series, integrals, linear
partial differential equations (PDEs), and regular perturbation. The author also
focuses on examples of PDE applications as they relate to the various
conservation laws practiced in chemical engineering. The book concludes with
discussions of dimensional analysis and the scaling of boundary value problems
and presents selected numerical methods and available software packages. New
to the Second Edition · Two popular approaches to model development: shell
balance and conservation law balance · One-dimensional rod model and a planar
model of heat conduction in one direction · Systems of first-order ODEs ·
Numerical method of lines, using MATLAB® and Mathematica where appropriate
This invaluable resource provides a crucial introduction to mathematical methods
for engineering and helps in choosing a suitable software package for computerbased algebraic applications.
The proposed book will be divided into three parts. The chapters in Part I provide
an overview of certain aspect of process retrofitting. The focus of Part II is on
computational techniques for solving process retrofit problems. Finally, Part III
addresses retrofit applications from diverse process industries. Some chapters in
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the book are contributed by practitioners whereas others are from academia.
Hence, the book includes both new developments from research and also
practical considerations. Many chapters include examples with realistic data. All
these feature make the book useful to industrial engineers, researchers and
students.
This book describes how modeling fluid flow in chemical reactors may offer
solutions that improve design, operation, and performance of reactors. Chemical
reactors are any vessels, tubes, pipes, or tanks in which chemical reactions take
place. Computational Flow Modeling for Chemical Reactor Engineering will show
the reactor engineer how to define the specific roles of computational flow
modeling, select appropriate tools, and apply these tools to link reactor hardware
to reactor performance. Overall methodology is illustrated with numerous case
studies. Industry has invested substantial funds in computational flow modeling
which will pay off only if it can be used to realize significant performance
enhancement in chemical reactors. No other single source exists which provides
the information contained in this book.
Pulling Rabbits Out of Hats: Using Mathematical Modeling in the Material,
Biophysical, Fluid Mechanical, and Chemical Sciences focuses on those
assumptions made during applied mathematical modeling in which the
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phenomenological data and the model predictions are self-consistent. This
comprehensive reference demonstrates how to employ a variety of mathematical
techniques to quantify a number of problems from the material, biophysical, fluid
mechanical, and chemical sciences. In doing so, methodology of modelling,
analysis, and result generation are all covered. Key Features: Includes examples
on such cases as solidification of alloys, chemically-driven convection of
dissociating gases, temperature-dependent predator-prey mite systems, multilayer and two-phase fluid phenomena, viral-target cell interactions, diffusive and
gravitational instabilities, and chemical, material science, optical, and ecological
Turing patterns. Aims to make the process of quantification of scientific
phenomena transparent. Is a hybrid semi-autobiographical account of research
results and a monograph on pattern formation. This book is for everyone with an
interest in how both scientific contributions are made and mathematical modelling
is developed from first principles in STEM fields.
Highly useful volume discusses the types of models, how to formulate and
manipulate them for best results. Numerous examples.
Almost every year, a new book on mathematical modeling is published, so, why
another? The answer springs directly from the fact that it is very rare to find a
book that covers modeling with all types of differential equations in one volume.
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Until now. Mathematical Modeling: Models, Analysis and Applications covers
modeling with all kinds of differential equations, namely ordinary, partial, delay,
and stochastic. The book also contains a chapter on discrete modeling,
consisting of differential equations, making it a complete textbook on this
important skill needed for the study of science, engineering, and social sciences.
More than just a textbook, this how-to guide presents tools for mathematical
modeling and analysis. It offers a wide-ranging overview of mathematical ideas
and techniques that provide a number of effective approaches to problem
solving. Topics covered include spatial, delayed, and stochastic modeling. The
text provides real-life examples of discrete and continuous mathematical
modeling scenarios. MATLAB® and Mathematica® are incorporated throughout
the text. The examples and exercises in each chapter can be used as problems
in a project. Since mathematical modeling involves a diverse range of skills and
tools, the author focuses on techniques that will be of particular interest to
engineers, scientists, and others who use models of discrete and continuous
systems. He gives students a foundation for understanding and using the
mathematics that is the basis of computers, and therefore a foundation for
success in engineering and science streams.
Presents a thorough grounding in the techniques of mathematical modelling, and
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proceeds to explore a range of classical and continuum models from an array of
disciplines.
Focusing on the application of mathematics to chemical engineering, Applied
Mathematical Methods for Chemical Engineers addresses the setup and
verification of mathematical models using experimental or other independently
derived data. The book provides an introduction to differential equations common
to chemical engineering, followed by examples of first-order and linear secondorder ordinary differential equations. Later chapters examine Sturm–Liouville
problems, Fourier series, integrals, linear partial differential equations, regular
perturbation, combination of variables, and numerical methods emphasizing the
method of lines with MATLAB® programming examples. Fully revised and
updated, this Third Edition: Includes additional examples related to process
control, Bessel Functions, and contemporary areas such as drug delivery
Introduces examples of variable coefficient Sturm–Liouville problems both in the
regular and singular types Demonstrates the use of Euler and modified Euler
methods alongside the Runge–Kutta order-four method Inserts more depth on
specific applications such as nonhomogeneous cases of separation of variables
Adds a section on special types of matrices such as upper- and lower-triangular
matrices Presents a justification for Fourier-Bessel series in preference to a
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complicated proof Incorporates examples related to biomedical engineering
applications Illustrates the use of the predictor-corrector method Expands the
problem sets of numerous chapters Applied Mathematical Methods for Chemical
Engineers, Third Edition uses worked examples to expose several mathematical
methods that are essential to solving real-world process engineering problems.
Mathematical Methods in Chemical and Biological Engineering describes basic to
moderately advanced mathematical techniques useful for shaping the modelbased analysis of chemical and biological engineering systems. Covering an
ideal balance of basic mathematical principles and applications to physicochemical problems, this book presents examples drawn from recent scientific and
technical literature on chemical engineering, biological and biomedical
engineering, food processing, and a variety of diffusional problems to
demonstrate the real-world value of the mathematical methods. Emphasis is
placed on the background and physical understanding of the problems to prepare
students for future challenging and innovative applications.
In this textbook, the author teaches readers how to model and simulate a unit
process operation through developing mathematical model equations, solving
model equations manually, and comparing results with those simulated through
software. It covers both lumped parameter systems and distributed parameter
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systems, as well as using MATLAB and Simulink to solve the system model
equations for both. Simplified partial differential equations are solved using
COMSOL, an effective tool to solve PDE, using the fine element method. This
book includes end of chapter problems and worked examples, and summarizes
reader goals at the beginning of each chapter.
This book provides a rigorous treatment of the fundamental concepts and
techniques involved in process modeling and simulation. The book allows the
reader to: (i) Get a solid grasp of “under-the-hood” mathematical results (ii)
Develop models of sophisticated processes (iii) Transform models to different
geometries and domains as appropriate (iv) Utilize various model simplification
techniques (v) Learn simple and effective computational methods for model
simulation (vi) Intensify the effectiveness of their research Modeling and
Simulation for Chemical Engineers: Theory and Practice begins with an
introduction to the terminology of process modeling and simulation. Chapters 2
and 3 cover fundamental and constitutive relations, while Chapter 4 on model
formulation builds on these relations. Chapters 5 and 6 introduce the advanced
techniques of model transformation and simplification. Chapter 7 deals with
model simulation, and the final chapter reviews important mathematical concepts.
Presented in a methodical, systematic way, this book is suitable as a self-study
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guide or as a graduate reference, and includes examples, schematics and
diagrams to enrich understanding. End of chapter problems with solutions and
computer software available online at
www.wiley.com/go/upreti/pms_for_chemical_engineers are designed to further
stimulate readers to apply the newly learned concepts.
The use of simulation plays a vital part in developing an integrated approach to process
design. By helping save time and money before the actual trial of a concept, this
practice can assist with troubleshooting, design, control, revamping, and more. Process
Modelling and Simulation in Chemical, Biochemical and Environmental Engineering
explores ef
A guide to the technical and calculation problems of chemical reactor analysis, scaleup, catalytic and biochemical reactor design Chemical Reactor Design offers a guide to
the myriad aspects of reactor design including the use of numerical methods for solving
engineering problems. The author - a noted expert on the topic - explores the use of
transfer functions to study residence time distributions, convolution and deconvolution
curves for reactor characterization, forced-unsteady-state-operation, scale-up of
chemical reactors, industrial catalysis, design of multiphasic reactors, biochemical
reactors design, as well as the design of multiphase gas-liquid-solid reactors. Chemical
Reactor Design contains several examples of calculations and it gives special
emphasis on the numerical solutions of differential equations by using the finite
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differences approximation, which offers the background information for understanding
other more complex methods. The book is designed for the chemical engineering
academic community and includes case studies on mathematical modeling by using of
MatLab software. This important book: - Offers an up-to-date insight into the most
important developments in the field of chemical, catalytic, and biochemical reactor
engineering - Contains new aspects such as the use of numerical methods for solving
engineering problems, transfer functions to study residence time distributions, and more
- Includes illustrative case studies on MatLab approach, with emphasis on numerical
solution of differential equations using the finite differences approximation Written for
chemical engineers, mechanical engineers, chemists in industry, complex chemists,
bioengineers, and process engineers, Chemical Reactor Design addresses the
technical and calculation problems of chemical reactor analysis, scale-up, as well as
catalytic and biochemical reactor design.
Mathematical modeling is the art and craft of building a system of equations that is both
sufficiently complex to do justice to physical reality and sufficiently simple to give real
insight into the situation. Mathematical Modeling: A Chemical Engineer's Perspective
provides an elementary introduction to the craft by one of the century's most
distinguished practitioners. Though the book is written from a chemical engineering
viewpoint, the principles and pitfalls are common to all mathematical modeling of
physical systems. Seventeen of the author's frequently cited papers are reprinted to
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illustrate applications to convective diffusion, formal chemical kinetics, heat and mass
transfer, and the philosophy of modeling. An essay of acknowledgments, asides, and
footnotes captures personal reflections on academic life and personalities. Describes
pitfalls as well as principles of mathematical modeling Presents twenty examples of
engineering problems Features seventeen reprinted papers Presents personal
reflections on some of the great natural philosophers Emphasizes modeling procedures
that precede extensive calculations
This text introduces the quantitative treatment of differential equations arising from
modeling physical phenomena in chemical engineering. Coverage includes recent
topics such as ODE-IVPs, emphasizing numerical methods and modeling of 1984-era
commercial mathematical software.
This book covers an interdisciplinary approach for understanding mathematical
modeling by offering a collection of models, solved problems related to the models, the
methodologies employed, and the results using projects and case studies with insight
into the operation of substantial real-time systems. The book covers a broad scope in
the areas of statistical science, probability, stochastic processes, fluid dynamics, supply
chain, optimization, and applications. It discusses advanced topics and the latest
research findings, uses an interdisciplinary approach for real-time systems, offers a
platform for integrated research, and identifies the gaps in the field for further research.
The book is for researchers, students, and teachers that share a goal of learning
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advanced topics and the latest research in mathematical modeling.
This Second Edition of the go-to reference combines the classical analysis and modern
applications of applied mathematics for chemical engineers. The book introduces
traditional techniques for solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs), adding new
material on approximate solution methods such as perturbation techniques and
elementary numerical solutions. It also includes analytical methods to deal with
important classes of finite-difference equations. The last half discusses numerical
solution techniques and partial differential equations (PDEs). The reader will then be
equipped to apply mathematics in the formulation of problems in chemical engineering.
Like the first edition, there are many examples provided as homework and worked
examples.
Mathematical modeling is both a skill and an art and must be practiced in order to
maintain and enhance the ability to use those skills. Though the topics covered in this
book are the typical topics of most mathematical modeling courses, this book is best
used for individuals or groups who have already taken an introductory mathematical
modeling course. Advanced Mathematical Modeling with Technology will be of interest
to instructors and students offering courses focused on discrete modeling or modeling
for decision making. Each chapter begins with a problem to motivate the reader. The
problem tells "what" the issue is or problem that needs to be solved. In each chapter,
the authors apply the principles of mathematical modeling to that problem and present
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the steps in obtaining a model. The key focus is the mathematical model and the
technology is presented as a method to solve that model or perform sensitivity analysis.
We have selected , where applicable to the content because of their wide accessibility.
The authors utilize technology to build, compute, or implement the model and then
analyze the it. Features: MAPLE©, Excel©, and R© to support the mathematical
modeling process. Excel templates, macros, and programs are available upon request
from authors. Maple templates and example solution are also available. Includes
coverage of mathematical programming. The power and limitations of simulations is
covered. Introduces multi-attribute decision making (MADM) and game theory for
solving problems. The book provides an overview to the decision maker of the wide
range of applications of quantitative approaches to aid in the decision making process,
and present a framework for decision making. Table of Contents 1. Perfect Partners:
Mathematical Modeling and Technology 2. Review of Modeling with Discrete Dynamical
Systems and Modeling Systems of DDS 3. Modeling with Differential Equations 4.
Modeling System of Ordinary Differential Equation 5. Regression and Advanced
Regression Methods and Models 6. Linear, Integer and Mixed Integer Programming 7.
Nonlinear Optimization Methods 8. Multivariable Optimization 9. Simulation Models 10.
Modeling Decision Making with Multi-Attribute Decision Modeling with Technology 11.
Modeling with Game Theory 12. Appendix Using R Index Biographies Dr. William P.
Fox is currently a visiting professor of Computational Operations Research at the
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College of William and Mary. He is an emeritus professor in the Department of Defense
Analysis at the Naval Postgraduate School and teaches a three-course sequence in
mathematical modeling for decision making. He received his Ph.D. in Industrial
Engineering from Clemson University. He has taught at the United States Military
Academy for twelve years until retiring and at Francis Marion University where he was
the chair of mathematics for eight years. He has many publications and scholarly
activities including twenty plus books and one hundred and fifty journal articles. Colonel
(R) Robert E. Burks, Jr., Ph.D. is an Associate Professor in the Defense Analysis
Department of the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) and the Director of the NPS’
Wargaming Center. He holds a Ph.D. in Operations Research form the Air Force
Institute of Technology. He is a retired logistics Army Colonel with more than thirty
years of military experience in leadership, advanced analytics, decision modeling, and
logistics operations who served as an Army Operations Research analyst at the Naval
Postgraduate School, TRADOC Analysis Center, United States Military Academy, and
the United States Army Recruiting Command.
Mathematical Modelling in Science and Technology: The Fourth International
Conference covers the proceedings of the Fourth International Conference by the same
title, held at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland on August
15-17, 1983. Mathematical modeling is a powerful tool to solve many complex problems
presented by scientific and technological developments. This book is organized into 20
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parts encompassing 180 chapters. The first parts present the basic principles,
methodology, systems theory, parameter estimation, system identification, and
optimization of mathematical modeling. The succeeding parts discuss the features of
stochastic and numerical modeling and simulation languages. Considerable parts deal
with the application areas of mathematical modeling, such as in chemical engineering,
solid and fluid mechanics, water resources, medicine, economics, transportation, and
industry. The last parts tackle the application of mathematical modeling in student
management and other academic cases. This book will prove useful to researchers in
various science and technology fields.

Written by international experts from industry, research centers, and academia,
Mathematical Modeling of Food Processing discusses the physical and
mathematical analysis of transport phenomena associated with food processing.
The models presented describe many of the important physical and biological
transformations that occur in food during proces
An easy to understand guide covering key principles of mathematical modelling
and simulation in chemical engineering.
A solid introduction, enabling the reader to successfully formulate, construct,
simplify, evaluate and use mathematical models in chemical engineering.
This concise and clear introduction to the topic requires only basic knowledge of
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calculus and linear algebra - all other concepts and ideas are developed in the
course of the book. Lucidly written so as to appeal to undergraduates and
practitioners alike, it enables readers to set up simple mathematical models on
their own and to interpret their results and those of others critically. To achieve
this, many examples have been chosen from various fields, such as biology,
ecology, economics, medicine, agricultural, chemical, electrical, mechanical and
process engineering, which are subsequently discussed in detail. Based on the
author`s modeling and simulation experience in science and engineering and as
a consultant, the book answers such basic questions as: What is a mathematical
model? What types of models do exist? Which model is appropriate for a
particular problem? What are simulation, parameter estimation, and validation?
The book relies exclusively upon open-source software which is available to
everybody free of charge. The entire book software - including 3D CFD and
structural mechanics simulation software - can be used based on a free
CAELinux-Live-DVD that is available in the Internet (works on most machines
and operating systems).
A powerful, unified approach to mathematical and computationalmodeling in
science and engineering Mathematical and computational modeling makes it
possible topredict the behavior of a broad range of systems across a broadrange
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of disciplines. This text guides students and professionalsthrough the axiomatic
approach, a powerful method that will enablethem to easily master the principle
types of mathematical andcomputational models used in engineering and
science. Readers willdiscover that this axiomatic approach not only enables them
tosystematically construct effective models, it also enables them toapply these
models to any macroscopic physical system. Mathematical Modeling in Science
and Engineering focuseson models in which the processes to be modeled are
expressed assystems of partial differential equations. It begins with
anintroductory discussion of the axiomatic formulation of basicmodels, setting the
foundation for further topics such as: Mechanics of classical and non-classical
continuous systems Solute transport by a free fluid Flow of a fluid in a porous
medium Multiphase systems Enhanced oil recovery Fluid mechanics Throughout
the text, diagrams are provided to help readersvisualize and better understand
complex mathematical concepts. Aset of exercises at the end of each chapter
enables readers to puttheir new modeling skills into practice. There is also
abibliography in each chapter to facilitate further investigation ofindividual topics.
Mathematical Modeling in Science and Engineering is idealfor both students and
professionals across the many disciplines ofscience and engineering that depend
on mathematical andcomputational modeling to predict and understand
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complexsystems.
Advanced Data Analysis and Modeling in Chemical Engineering provides the
mathematical foundations of different areas of chemical engineering and
describes typical applications. The book presents the key areas of chemical
engineering, their mathematical foundations, and corresponding modeling
techniques. Modern industrial production is based on solid scientific methods,
many of which are part of chemical engineering. To produce new substances or
materials, engineers must devise special reactors and procedures, while also
observing stringent safety requirements and striving to optimize the efficiency
jointly in economic and ecological terms. In chemical engineering, mathematical
methods are considered to be driving forces of many innovations in material
design and process development. Presents the main mathematical problems and
models of chemical engineering and provides the reader with contemporary
methods and tools to solve them Summarizes in a clear and straightforward way,
the contemporary trends in the interaction between mathematics and chemical
engineering vital to chemical engineers in their daily work Includes classical
analytical methods, computational methods, and methods of symbolic
computation Covers the latest cutting edge computational methods, like symbolic
computational methods
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Mathematical Modelling of Gas-Phase Complex Reaction Systems: Pyrolysis and
Combustion, Volume 45, gives an overview of the different steps involved in the
development and application of detailed kinetic mechanisms, mainly relating to
pyrolysis and combustion processes. The book is divided into two parts that
cover the chemistry and kinetic models and then the numerical and statistical
methods. It offers a comprehensive coverage of the theory and tools needed,
along with the steps necessary for practical and industrial applications. Details
thermochemical properties and "ab initio" calculations of elementary reaction
rates Details kinetic mechanisms of pyrolysis and combustion processes
Explains experimental data for improving reaction models and for kinetic
mechanisms assessment Describes surrogate fuels and molecular reconstruction
of hydrocarbon liquid mixtures Describes pollutant formation in combustion
systems Solves and validates the kinetic mechanisms using numerical and
statistical methods Outlines optimal design of industrial burners and optimization
and dynamic control of pyrolysis furnaces Outlines large eddy simulation of
turbulent reacting flows
Mathematical modelling is a powerful tool for solving optimisation problems in
chemical engineering. In this work several models are proposed aimed at helping
to make decisions about different aspects of the processes lifecycle, from the
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synthesis and design steps up to the operation and scheduling. Using an
example of the Sugar Cane industry, several models are formulated and solved
in order to assess the trade-offs involved in optimisation decisions. Thus, the
power and versatility of mathematical modelling in the area of chemical
processes optimisation is analysed and evaluated.
Mathematical Modeling in Chemical EngineeringCambridge University Press
This book treats modeling and simulation in a simple way, that builds on the
existing knowledge and intuition of students. They will learn how to build a model
and solve it using Excel. Most chemical engineering students feel a shiver down
the spine when they see a set of complex mathematical equations generated
from the modeling of a chemical engineering system. This is because they
usually do not understand how to achieve this mathematical model, or they do
not know how to solve the equations system without spending a lot of time and
effort. Trying to understand how to generate a set of mathematical equations to
represent a physical system (to model) and solve these equations (to simulate) is
not a simple task. A model, most of the time, takes into account all phenomena
studied during a Chemical Engineering course. In the same way, there is a
multitude of numerical methods that can be used to solve the same set of
equations generated from the modeling, and many different computational
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languages can be adopted to implement the numerical methods. As a
consequence of this comprehensiveness and combinatorial explosion of
possibilities, most books that deal with this subject are very extensive and
embracing, making need for a lot of time and effort to go through this subject. It is
expected that with this book the chemical engineering student and the future
chemical engineer feel motivated to solve different practical problems involving
chemical processes, knowing they can do that in an easy and fast way, with no
need of expensive software.
Presenting strategies in control policies, this text uses a systems theory approach
to predict, simulate and streamline plant operation, conserve fuel and resources,
and increase workplace safety in the manufacturing, chemical, petrochemical,
petroleum, biochemical and energy industries. Topics of discussion include
system theory and chemical/biochemical engineering systems, steady state,
unsteady state, and thermodynamic equilibrium, modeling of systems,
fundamental laws governing the processes in terms of the state variables,
different classifications of physical models, the story of chemical engineering in
relation to system theory and mathematical modeling, overall heat balance with
single and multiple chemical reactions and single and multiple reactions.
Understanding the mathematical modeling of chemical processes is fundamental
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to the successful career of a researcher in chemical engineering. This book
reviews, introduces, and develops the mathematics that is most frequently
encountered in sophisticated chemical engineering models. The result of a
collaboration between a chemical engineer and a mathematician, both of whom
have taught classes on modeling and applied mathematics, the book provides a
rigorous and in-depth coverage of chemical engineering model formulation and
analysis as well as a text which can serve as an excellent introduction to linear
mathematics for engineering students. There is a clear focus in the choice of
material, worked examples, and exercises that make it unusually accessible to
the target audience. The book places a heavy emphasis on applications to
motivate the theory, but simultaneously maintains a high standard of rigor to add
mathematical depth and understanding. The Solution Manual is available upon
request for all instructors who adopt this book as a course text. Please send your
request to sales@wspc.com. Sample Chapter(s) Chapter 1: Model Formulation
(941 KB) Request Inspection Copy
The practice of modeling is best learned by those armed with fundamental
methodologies and exposed to a wide variety of modeling experience. Ideally,
this experience could be obtained by working on actual modeling problems. But
time constraints often make this difficult. Applied Mathematical Modeling provides
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a collection of models illustrating the power and richness of the mathematical
sciences in supplying insight into the operation of important real-world systems. It
fills a gap within modeling texts, focusing on applications across a broad range of
disciplines. The first part of the book discusses the general components of the
modeling process and highlights the potential of modeling in practice. These
chapters discuss the general components of the modeling process, and the
evolutionary nature of successful model building. The second part provides a rich
compendium of case studies, each one complete with examples, exercises, and
projects. In keeping with the multidimensional nature of the models presented,
the chapters in the second part are listed in alphabetical order by the
contributor's last name. Unlike most mathematical books, in which you must
master the concepts of early chapters to prepare for subsequent material, you
may start with any chapter. Begin with cryptology, if that catches your fancy, or
go directly to bursty traffic if that is your cup of tea. Applied Mathematical
Modeling serves as a handbook of in-depth case studies that span the
mathematical sciences, building upon a modest mathematical background.
Readers in other applied disciplines will benefit from seeing how selected
mathematical modeling philosophies and techniques can be brought to bear on
problems in their disciplines. The models address actual situations studied in
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chemistry, physics, demography, economics, civil engineering, environmental
engineering, industrial engineering, telecommunications, and other areas.
A description of the use of computer aided modeling and simulation in the
development, integration and optimization of industrial processes. The two
authors elucidate the entire procedure step-by-step, from basic mathematical
modeling to result interpretation and full-scale process performance analysis.
They further demonstrate similitude comparisons of experimental results from
different systems as a tool for broadening the applicability of the calculation
methods. Throughout, the book adopts a very practical approach, addressing
actual problems and projects likely to be encountered by the reader, as well as
fundamentals and solution strategies for complex problems. It is thus equally
useful for student and professional engineers and chemists involved in industrial
process and production plant design, construction or upgrading.
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